Cajun Industries, LLC introduces the **SILENT PILER** to our fleet of specialty deep foundations equipment.

---

**ADVANTAGES OF SILENT PILER**

- Safer than conventional methods
- Eliminates vibration
- Eliminates noise
- Eliminates heavy hanging installation equipment such as vibratory hammers
- No loftman required in manlift
- Reduces labor cost
- Can be used for most U&Z shaped sheet piling
- Jetting capabilities for hard to penetrate materials
- Onboard pile laser for wall alignment

---

**WHAT IS A SILENT PILER?**

Steel sheet piles are typically impacted or vibrated into the ground during installation. These methods generate excessive noise and can cause damage to adjacent structures due to ground vibration. Cajun has added to its fleet the Giken Silent Piler, a reaction-based press-in machine, which installs piles without excessive noise or vibrations. Piles are hydraulically pressed into the ground using static energy thus almost eliminating noise and vibration.
WHY CAJUN?

Best in Safety – Cajun’s second-to-none safety record reflects our unflagging commitment to achieving zero incidents.

Client-Focused – We have a long history of professionally delivering projects safely, on time and within budget.

Turnkey Services – We provide comprehensive design-build and construction services.

World Class Capabilities – We are the premier, full service deep foundations provider, offering drilled displacement, auger cast, driven piles, drilled shafts, helical piles, sheeting and retention systems, and engineering.